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We call for and deliver.
The Only Place of Its Kind
In Town
The ST. NICK
Barber Shop and Men's
Furnishings
448 North 9th Street
BERT STANLEY, Proprietor
CLEANING AND PRESSING
CLOTHES CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
Try Us for Your Next Hair Cut
We carry a complete line of
EASTMAN KODAKS
and CAMERAS
Films and Supplies---Developing and
Printing. Work guaranteed.
GILLIS DRUG CO.
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1
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Clothes, Stetson Shoes, Emerson




ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Some of the General Electric Company's
Research Activities During the War
Submarine detection devices
X-ray tube for medical service
Radio telenItone and telegraph
Electrk welding and applicaticns
Searchlights for the Army and Navy
Electric furnaces for gun chrinkage
M.,.:2:neto insulation for air service
Dctonators for submarine mines





The Service of an Electrical
Research Laboratory
The research facilities of the General Electric Company are
an asset of world-wide importance, as recent war work has
so clearly demonstrated. Their advantages in pursuits of
peace made them of inestimable value in time of war.
A most interesting story tells of the devices evolved which substantially
aided in solving one of the most pressing problems of the war—the sub-
marine menace. Fanciful, but no less real, were the results attained in
radio communication which enabled an aviator to control a fleet of flying
battleships, and made possible the sending, without a wire, history-
making messages and orders to ships at sea. Scat cely less important was
the X-ray tube, specially designed for fi,1c1 hospital use and a notable
contribution to the military surgical service. And many other products,
for both combatant and industrial tiLe, cl.d their full share in securing the
victory.
In the laboratories are ernp!oyed highly trained physicists, chemists,
metallurgists and engineers, some of whom are experts of international
reputation. These men are working not only to convert the resources of
Nature ta beef service to man, but to increase the usefulness of electricity
in every line of endeavor. Their achievements benefit every individual
wherever clectricity is used.
Scientific research works hand in hand with the development of new de-
vices, more efficient apparatus and processes of manufacture. It results
in the discovery of better and more useful materials and ultimately in
making happier and more livable the life of all mankind.
,'Booklet, Y-863, describing the company's plants,
will be mailed upon request. Address Desk 37
C.
Sales Offices in 95-1401
all large cities
TIIE le 0 S 7' P: II I — lel' .11 E 9'
Freitag, Weinhardt & Co.
OPPOSITE HOTEL DEMING
30-32 North Sixth
Heating, Plumbing, Electrical and
Hardware Contractors
ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED










L. R. JONES, Manager Telephone Main 5864
Wabash Securities Co. Not Inc.
681 OHIO STREET
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Operating Specially Conducted Trading
Department





F. R. CORBAN, Distributor
17th and Wabash
LOCAL DEALERS
Moon Tire Service, 1220 Wabash Ave.
Wagner Tire Service, 909 Wabash Ave-.
Wabach Tire Shop, 412 Ohio St.
Garry's Tire Shop, 1348 Wabash Ave.
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Learn the very Latest Steps in Dancing
THE EWART TWINS
SCHOOL OF DANCING
629 Wabash Ave. New School Opens May 1st
Telephone 295
BUNTIN DRUG CO.
Agency for Waterman & Conklin Fountain Pens.
We will call for and deliver your Drug Package and
Prescriptions FREE.
Two Stores— 8th and Wabash and 6th and Wabash
When You Think of Flowers,
Think of
HEINL'S
129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE
No home is complete without
a Telephone
Your Spring Bonnet is
Here.




PROX & BURGET COMPANY
IN COR PO RATE D
Plumbing, Gas and Steam Fitting
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Citizens Phone 905 119-123 N. Eighth St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
Bell Phone 187





We cater to Special Parties and Luncheons
Serve a Noon-day Lunch DAILY, Excepting Sunday
Open to Men and Wo-wen
PATENTS AND PATENT CAUSES
ARTHUR M. HOOD (Rose '93) GEORGE B. SCHLEY
HOOD & SCHLEY
908 IIUME-MANSUR BLDG. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
40,
The Home of Butter Nut ID)read
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Issued quarterly in magazine form. Issued
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every , other Wed-
EDITORIAL BOARD
J. C. ZIMMERMAN Editor-in-Chief
EDWARD RONALD Assistant Editor
ROBERT E. SEWELL Alumni
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"A friend in need is a friend indeed," says
the ancient saw. - Truer words were, never
spoke. When the School reached the point
where it became needy, the Alumni were na-
turally looked to for support. The support
from that source was expected to be more
hearty than that from any .other Rose sup-
porters, for next to students and faculty, 'the
Alumni should- be more vitally interested in
the welfare of the Institute than any other
persons. That the confidence with which the
faculty looked toward the Alumni has not
oeen misplaced is very forcibly proven by the
whole-souled way in which the Tech Clubs
have taken up their task.
From a totally dormant condition the
Clubs have sprung into a more vigorous life
than they have ever enjoyed before. The dif-
ficulty usually attendant upon getting a
scattered body of men together has been very
largely absent. ' The lists of those in attend-
ance at the meetings bear witness to that fact.
The thing that made these meetings so suc-
cessful ; the thing that made and makes these
meetings worth going- miles to attend, is
Loyalty. It. is.Loyalty that causes us to give
cheerfully the best that, is in us. It is Loy-
alty that makes uS do all, that we can to fur-
ther our cause. It is Loyalty that makes us
regret when we can do no mole. And Loyalty
is our finest emotion.
The example set by the Alumni is surely an
,enviable one. Let us hope that we, now and
when we become Alumni, May be as loyal.
Mr. 0. E. McMeaps, '96, in his entertaining
and not tod technical article "Why is a Work-
ing Drawing' ," brings,, as he hoped to bring,
"a few whiffs otoutside air into the humdrum
of student'sp or draftinan's work, over the
board." McgMcMeans has had a wide and
varied experience as • a 'consulting engineer
and he js-well qualified to state the faults of
many builders and draftsmen and of many of
our working drawings.
The article is illuminating to those of us
who have come to believe that all things from
pencils to power-houses are built according
to blue prints. It also .explains the many
weary hours which we are forced to spend in
shop; hours which we had always regarded as
practically wasted.
We are fortunate in getting an article so
entertaining and at the same time so author-
itative as that of Mr. McMeans'.
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In this issue, Mr. J. H. Becque, '12, who was
lately commrnding officer of the U. S. Chemi-
cal Plant at Saltville, has broken through the
veil which lends an air of mystery to our war-
time industries, especially chemical indus-
tries. In his article, "The Bucher Process
for Manufacturing Sodium Cyanide as Car-
ried on at the U. S. Chemical Plant, Saltville,
Virginia," Mr. Becque describes the plant
from location to personel in a concise and in-
teresting •manner.
The Technic is indebted to Mr. Becque for
the article 'and photographs and to the Ord-
nanre Department, U. S. A., for permission to
publish them.
It takes but a casual glance to convince ri§`
that the days of Polly, our far-famed white
elephant, are numbered. It came about, too,
just as• her future had been assured; just as •
she had finished her long and 'arduous train-
in period. She is now but a shadow. Her
ribs are caved, her running gear is dislocated,
and her once sturdy legs can scarcely 'support
her wrecked 'body. Her downfall came most
suddenly and unexpectedly. Only a few short
hours elapsed •between the time when she 'so
proudly took her place in the St. Pat. parade`
and the time when she, a batteredi and ,put-
raged wre.ck,.found a)thaven, in what used' tQ
be Knippy's stronghold„ •
Her downfall came -through the evil mach-
inations of a- few depraved,oso-called "he"
Noimalites and the carelessness of her keep-
ers. Her ruin was made more easy by the
neglect of her trainers in not teaching., her
the ways of ths wicked world. She' had been
reared among Rose students who took eveyt
precaution to see that she should not be bei-
smirched by contact with No-rirnal, addicts•and-
others of that Eh. he had bean 1dto expect
only devotion and respect from all Who came:
near her and, as a consequence', when ,her vio-
latcrs came to lure her to her deStructiorr
their task was easy. She did not think that
human beings so abandoned could eXist.
Picture her horror when she was led to the
river, stripped of her wheels, and ruthlessly
tumbled down the forty-foot bank into the
stream. Realization of the purpose of her se-
ducers canie too late. The shock of her de-
gradation left her weak and unable to resist.
Her heart and her faith in Engineers were
shattered.
Only long and patient nursing will restore
her former physical and 'mental condition.
Only weeks of carefully directed effort can
bring back the health which she so lately en-
joyed.
Indignation at such foul play is running
high. Some among us are demanding quick
and- drastic action. The kind Of action re-
commended by them is not of the kind de-
manded by the occasion. What we want is
retaliation of a far more stinging and lasting
kind, the kind that we can feel satisfied with
for a long time to come; the kind that we can
crow about. That retaliation is coming. We




"The‘Graduate Student Course at the West-
inghouse. Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany," by, E. B. Roberts, will be found to be
of great interest to seniors and underclass-'
men alike.. While the article deals with only
one companyn the methods of choosing and
training menf i§ characteristic. Practically
all of the larger employers of technical grad-
uates use methOds differing from those of the
Westinghouse Company only in minor detail.
It - will be noted [that the Westinghouse
Company lays considerable stress upon the
r.r
Our Sixth Street rivals intimate that our
standards and theirs are not in the same
&ass. That's just one of the several reasons
why we are going to Rose.
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THE GRADUATE STUDENT COURSE AT
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
By E. B. Roberts, Educational Dept.
The Westinghouse Electric and. 'Manufac-
turing Company has always believed in the
graduates of technical schools. For over
thirty yeirs the Company has annually re-
cruited the ranks of its executives from the
young technical- men who have shown the
capacity to rise. The roll of Vice-Presidents,
Department Managers, District Office Man-
agers, and Works Officers contains a liberal
proportion of men who originallye,entered_the
employ of the Company directly from college
as graduate students, or apprentices as they
were formerly called. Throughout this period
the Company has provided in some form or
other a systematic practical shay) experience
to supplement the theories which had been
stressed at college, Several thousand tech-
nical graduates have completed the work.
Along with other phases of engineering edu-
cation this course of training has undergone
evolutions within the last (miter of a cen-
tury. Courses were originally several times
the length they now are. Intensive, special-
ized training involving scientifically devised
schedules leading to the various lines of work
has supplanted the old plan of a general hap-
hazard scheme for all. Little attention was
formerly paid to the apprentice. He was al-
lowed to work out his .own salvation. He was
considered a necessary evil. Now, much
thought is spent on him and elaborate plans
are made to round him out as quickly and as
thoroughly as his capacity for assimilating
expeAences will permit.
Candidates for the Graduate Student
Course of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company are selected upon
the completion of their technical course at
the university by a representative of the Com-
pany after a searching interview, a thorough
investigation of scholastic records, and a com-
plete analysis of standings in the college com-
munity. In this investigation equal import-
ance is attached to physical qualities, traits
of leadership, personality, special talents, and
- analytical ability. Each candide te is given a
systematic rating on these characteristics
very much along the lines cleyiscd by the Com-
mittee on the Classification of Personnel in
the Army for the rating of officers for promo-
tion. Few candidates are selected without an
interview, and then only after the fullest in-
vestigation of the qualifications. Young men
so accepted are directed to report for work at
one of the factories of the Company—the
training may include experience at several
plants, but usually the first experience is
given either at the East Pittsburgh or the
South Philadelphia Works.
Every effort is made to discover with t4
young engineer during his first few months
the field of his greatest aptitude. To this end
he is interviewed by representatives cf the
several departments. He is put in full poss-
ession of information concerning the work of
the various departments, Company policy and
personnel. Personal interviews with depart-
ment heads and their immediate assistants
facilitate this process of segregation.
The training falls into three distinct stages.
In the first, all men whether segregated for
design, application, commercial, or works en-
gineering, pass rapidly through a number of
shop manufacturing sections. They wear the
garb of a workman and enter by the shop
door. The mastering of details of construc-
tion of apparatus is the immediate thing in
view. More important, however, is the con-
tact which the young engineer gets with the
shop man and shop methods, where the les-
son of co-operation must be learned. It is
the belief of this Company that one of the
greatest failings of young technical gradu-
ates is their inability to get along with other
men, particularly those who have had fewer
eJucational advantages. Quickly, the ability
"to get along" is discovered and misfits be-
come evident. During the period of shop
training essential structural features of
Westinghouse apparatus are emphasized in a
series of conferences with engineers. These
discussions are paralleled with the work a
man is doing in the shop. Conference groups
are small and the burden of the discussion is
thrown on the youth. Questionnaires on the
several types of apparatus provide a basis for
observation in the shop and the discussion
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which follows. The length -of time spent in
manufacturing sections varies with the
course, but infrequently is it longer than six
months.
. In the second phase of the work men do
commercial and engineering testing. on var-
ious types of machines. As construction is
prominent in the first stage, the operating
characteristics are featured in the test floor
phase of the work. This experience is also
parallelc.,c1 by group conferences with testing
e:r.perts. Written reports of. commercial and
engineering tests are also required of all
students. The men are afforded experience
on different types of test—steam apparatus,
dynamos, motors and controllers, as well as
details. The length of the test floor training
varies from three to six months depending on
the course.
The group of shop sections and test floors
involved in a particular training schedule is
detei mined by the department the engineer is
later to enter. The young men engaging to
become a marine application engineer would
be afforded a different experience from a
salesman of domestic appliances or even ta
power salesman of stationary apparatus.
The third phase of the training.is the high-
ly specialized work with more direct bearing
on the position ahead. Special schools, vary-
ing in length from thirty to ninety days, con-
summate the several courses. A thirty days
Commercial School for salesmen includes in
its curriculum a course in Advertising, Com-
pany Sales Policy, Commercial Law, Business
English, Business Letter Writing, Salesman-
ship, Business Ethics, and related subjects.
For all this work special textbooks have been
dev'sed and the lecturers are the Company's
leading men in the partieular phase_ of work
they present. _
For designers and appi:cation men in the
electrical field the Engineering School pro-
vides a three month's- intensive training
under the guidance of the Chief Engineer of
the Company. The outstanding features of
the design of practically every standard piece
of Westinghouse apparatus is considered in
detail. In this.school the special aptitudes of
men specializing in design. are developed, and
each man is studied thoroughly, with a view
to locating him to his best. advantage in the
Engineering Department. The work con-
sists of but few lectures. Many reports are
prepared by the group in order to develop the
spir't of co-operation. Quizzes and individual
conferences are frequent. Technical papers
are written, presented to the group, and dis-
cussed. This work is under the immediate
supervision arid vuidance of the Chief En-,g..
neer, Division Engineers, and Design Spec-
ialists. At the South Philadelphia Works for
MeChanical Engineers a similar opportunity
is provided the technical graduates to take
advantage of contact with older mechanical
engineers.
At the conclusion of any course men auto-
matically become a member of th2 personnel
.of the department for which they have been
-trained. They ha.ve, previously been made
acquainted with the work of this department
by their conferences with its older members
and by the specialized training at the conclu-
sion of the course. The spirit of co-opera-
tion on the part of the older men in the Com-
pany with the younger engineers is a feature
of the training period that renders easy the
transition from the period of training to the
regular position. It is safe to say that no
young man enters the Engineering Depart-
ment who does not feel that the Chief En-
gineer is a clpse personal acquaintance. The
same condition exists in the Sales Depart-
ment.
This training of technical graduates repre-
sents an investment on the part of the Com-
pany. While in training the men are on a.
salary basis, but the amount earned is con-
siderably less than the salary paid. There is
no doubt but the product of the labor of the
hands of these technical graduates could be
increased until it would be in line with the
salary paid if this were desired, but training
is the main point in view. Men are kept on one
job only long enough to have made that opera-
ton a part of their experience and are then
moved to a field of new experience. In a
word, they are not allowed sufficient time to
become manually expert on any operation.
Training is the first consideration—produc-
tion is only a part of the training. The sec-
ond condition that keeps low the money value
of the productive work of the Graduate Stu-
dent is the fact that a considerable propor-
tion.of his time is spent in conference work,
interviews, and in the highly specialized Com-
mercial or Engineering schools during the
course of which all salaries are a dead ove--
head weight.
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Every effort is made to surround the
young techn'cal men both at East Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia with an atmosphere stimu-
lating to their highest ambitions. The
Westinghouse Club, located in Wilkinsburg, a
residential section of Pittsburgh, offers an
excellent opuortunity for development along
cducaticn, physical, and social lines. It is a
natural rendezvous for the large number of
technical men employed by the Westinghouse
Eiectric & Manufacturinz Company and affi-
l!ated interests. A Club Manager and Assist-
ant devote their entire time to the Club's af-
fairs. At the Club are maintained technical
sections providing additional lecture work on
various lines of engineering, commercial and
works management subjects. Athletics are
not neglected. The Club is largely supported
by the Company, dues for members being
only nominal and all overhead expense of
upkeep being carried by the Company.
Several thousand men who have completed
the Graduate Student Course are in the
service of the Company or some one of its
subsidiaries or affiliated interests. Many
have entered the employ of concerns whose
interests are closely identified, with the suc-
c,,ss of Westinghouse products, for instance,
the various railway and interurban lines
which have been electrified, and central sta-
tions which have been equipped With West-
inghouse apparatus. On the engineering
staffs of many technical schools and univer-
-sit'es are men who amplified their technical
training with practical experience as Gradu-




Grit, work and gumption. 'That is the price- ,
that Success places upon her favors.
Upon the laggard or the unaspiring her
smiles are never bestowed. She reserves
them for the man who is Constantly striving,
for the man who is ever pushing onward, and
the longer the road you have travelled to meet
her the more generous is her welcome When
you arrive.
For the slacker she has no use, but she is
ouick to -recognize and reward the worker,
the dorr. the man who is willing to do his
stint with all his heart and soul.
If you want to win her favors you can't
expect to make your own playing rules. She
has a set of her own, and unless you are
ing to play the game as she wants it played
you might as well quit right now.
It takes more than skill to win in the game
of life—it takes hot-blooded enthusiasm and
an unquenchable fighting spirit, and if you
haven't the nerve to fight all the harder when
Fate puts a few obstacles in your path yQU
Irving)
can never hope, to win admission to the sele2t
circle of Fortune.
What if things do look a little blue at
times? Many a ball game that helps to win
a pennant isn't won until the final inning.
Keep on trying. Forget that there is such
a thing as failure. Success has stepped out
of many a man's life simply because he per-
sisted in recognizing her nondescript half-
sister, Failure.
Setbacks you will undoubtedly, have, but
setbacks are not necessarily failures. You
are a failure only when you stop trying.
The man who keeps trying, even though he
does not reach the goal he set out to attain,
succeeds in getting somewhere and commands
the respect of his fellowmen. He who gives
up at the first sign of opposition reaps fail-
ure and the scorn of an intolerant world..
Unearned success is the bitterest draught
that Fate can offer a man. Keep trying.
You'll enjoy your reward all the more for hav-
ing had to honestly work for it.
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Why is a Working Drawing?
By 0. E. McMeans, '96.
"Elementary stuff," will probably be the
comment cf the engineering student who is
well fed up on Descriptive Geometry and
would no more be found wandering around
in the wrong quadrant than at a dance with-
out a gir:. The average draftsman with an
experience of a year or two over the board
will also wonder why anyone should ask such
a question. Working drawings are bread and
butter to him.
Of course, a working draWing is used to
show how to make things. That is easy, and
why go any i urther ? The thing to do is just
to make drawings, and then more drawings,
under the theory that "engineering rests
upon a solid foundation of blue prints," as
somebody put it once upon a time.
But the purpose in this little story is not to
consider the working drawing from the
standpoint of the draftsman, so much as
from the point of view of the man who pays
for it and the workman who uses it in its mo-
dern form, the blue print.
The-e is more or less mystery connected
with the production of the lowly blue print.
If the ve- y simple relation of the blue print
to -the original drawing and to the draftsman
himself were more clearly understood, this
would often be of advantage.
The writer was sitting one day on the end
of a two by twelve with a blue print spread
out on the plank before him. A millwright
sitting on the other side was watching the
process of checking off some dimensions on
the print. "What does it cost," he asked, "to
make a blue print like that ?" Without catch-
ing the real significance of the question, the
answer was, "Oh, about ten cents." With a
low whistle the man in overalls remarked,
"Well, how in thunder does a draftsman make
wages ?" The checking process halted while
he was given an explanation which was re-
ceived with intense interest.
The consulting engineer, beginning with a
project in the incipient stages when every-
thing is "in the air," and carrying it through
to the happy conclusion of successful opera-
tion, often finds that his first job is to con-
vince the man behind the bank account that
blue prints are not expensive luxuries. The
engineer is for the time being a salesman, and
must get his client "sold" on the idea of the
value to him personally and for the business
in hand of the mysterious white lines and fig-
ures on a field of blue.
An enormous amount of the industrial de-
velopment of this country or the world for
that matter has been on the- cut and try basis.
"Get a shovel or a hammer and go to it," has
largely been the formula for any man with
an idea aching in the back of his head.
One of the largest plants in America mak-
ing agricultural implements. with a business
before the world war, covering many foreign
countries, never had a drafting room nor a
mechanical engineer. Designs were made in
the pattern shop. A special file was kept for
letters of complaint about defective parts.
When a complaint file box for any certain
casting accumulated a particularly ominous
rile of letters from customers, then some:
body went out to the pattern shop and that
casting was strengthened or changed.
Expensive for both manufacturer and cus-
tomers it was from the broad view of effi-
ciency but the business paid handsome divi-
dends and grew from year to year until sev-
eral thousand men were employed. So who
cared?
If the customer kicked but kept on buying,
there was no use in worrying about it. In
fact the repair parts department often show-
ed a handsome profit and was therefore to be
considered as a fundamental and valuable
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part of the business.
When workmen were so crowded in a parti-
cular department that absolutely no more
men could be squeezed in by any effort or.
scheme of the foreman, then a new building
was decided on. "Make it sixty by a hundred
feet, two stories high, and have the 'umbel.-
on the ground and some men digging day af-
ter tomorrow. Order the new machines from
the catalog, buy a carload of pipe for the heat-
ing plant, a few lengths of shafting and hang-
ers to match. Pulleys to drive the machines
—let's see, how do you figure pulleys, any-
way? Windows? Yes, we want some win-
dows—Tom, the carpenter, will order them
from the mill and stick them in where he'
thinks they are needed. And electric lights?
Well, Bill, the engineer, can string some wites
after we get the building up, and hook on a
few bulbs."
Primitive it sounds, but far from being un-
common is it even in these days of emphasis
on efficient production, safety and welfare
of the workers, and conservation of material
and labor.
Listen to this extract from a letter received
a short time ago. It is from a concern that
has developed a nation-wide business, runs
double page advertisements in The Saturday
Evening Post, and is right now suffering
severely from growing pains. Here is the
very frank way in which the Secretary of this
prosperous company described their position,:
"This company is a farmer's organization.
It has built all of its buildings in the same
way that a farmer builds his buildings, --by
laying out a rough -plan and 'putting up the
building with the carpenters and other
mechanics around the plant. A plan of that
kind has been prepared for our proposed new
building.
"It is my judgment that these plans should
be reviewed and put in more finished shape
by an engineer, but there is no occasion' for
our going to the expense of having a complete
set of plans and speCifications prepared.
"If it is impractical for a firm Of engineers
to work in this rough and tumble way,. I am
afraid we will have to go ahead and make the
best of the situation.
"If, however, it-is a practical thing for us
to send you a rough form of our ideas, with a
full explanation of how we have developed
them, and what we have in 'mind, and 'then
for one of your men to come out here and
frankly tell us what he thinks we should do,
or should not do, and if all of this can be done
without reach:ng up an expense that will
scale our Board to death, we would like to
work out rn arrangement .with you."
Notice the disclaimer of any necessity for
going to the "expense" of a complete set of
plans and specifications with its attendant
donger of shell shock to their Board. Then
the suggestion to have a man come out and
tell them the all-important thing of "what to
do or not to do."
In this particular case it was the writer's
privilege a few days after receiving the let-
ter from which the above is quoted, to meet a
number of the gentlemen from this concern
and to go over the ideas for the contemplated
new building.
The rough plan mentioned in the letter was
produced, made roughly to scale on grocery
paper, with very few dimensions or notes,
and absolutely no indications of details. In
fact, it was the crudest sort of a diagram, of
little meaning to anyone but the man who
made it. ,
Taking-as a text the request in their letter
for someone to "tell them what to do," the
writer delivered then and there an informal
lecture on the function of the working draw-
ing, illustrated with specimen blue prints
from actual construction. Before this lecturecould come to a well ordered close, the "prac-tical man" of the party, who had been intent-ly studying one of the very ."busy" specimenblue prints, broke in with, "Now, I tell you, ifwe had a blue print like that for our newbuilding we would be fixed." Sold, then andthere to a man who had put up many buildingsbut had never worked from a. blue print inhis life. , _
There is an old definition which some of"my boys" may remember among the hazy
recollections of days at Rose. ri.n,is was tothe effect that, "A working drawing is com-plete when it tells the workman what to doand how to do it in such a way that he needask no questions nor make any measurementsof the drawing."
The definition was not original and its au-
thorshiphas been forgotten. But it has oftencome to mind in knocking about all parts ofthis country of ours for more than twentyyears, directing construction under widelyvarying conditions. It is a concise recipe forjust what a good working drawing should be.
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4\, really good drawing is a joy to the man
on the job whether he be engineer, material
. man, contractor, foreman, or mechanic. Hap-
py is the engineer or superintendent out on
the 'works, when some anestion "flies up and
hits him in the face," if he can turn to his
-set of blue Prints and find that the draftsman
was there before him and has the situation
covered.
In these 'days of highly "specialized details
of; building construction and mechanical
.eouipment, a comprehensive set of drawings
iS a checking Est for material men which, as
a' rule, they greatly prefer to any bill of ma-
terial made Up by others and submitted as a
basis for making quotations or placing or-
ders.. This drawing shows not only the equip-
ment desired but other features and condi-
tions which may affect' and modify this
equipment.
The best way to give full data for a freight
elevator is to send a print from the building
sectional elevation showing the hatchway
and penthouse. An order for steel sash will
come nearer to being correctly placed .if ac-
companied by a set of prints of the building
elevation's.
Then, further, the submitting of general
and detail drawings to salesmen, or other
'representatives of concerns supplying special
13 arts gives them the means of suggesting to
the designer certain changes in his layout
which,may work for better results or cheaper
installation. The designer who attempts to
get by without using such suggestions, or
even stourns them when offered; through a
false idea of professional' dignity, is overlook-
ing a great fountain of information.
In fact, the secret of 'successful designing
of buildings, machines, or anything else that
is expected to take its place in the commercial
field today is largely a case of knowing where
to get and how to apply data on available
specialties. This data is often found in
catalogs or circulars issued by manufactur-
ers. Familiarity with current-trade catalogs
is as eSsential to the training of a draftsman
as is a knowledge of the revised statutes to a
law student.
Very often the desired data can not be
found in catalogs, Or the hint is caught from
calesmen's talk or correspondence that ap-.
paratuS hps been improved -or otherwise rend-
ered obsolete. It is somewhat of a jolt to
wake up to the fact that a. type of electric
controller regarded as advanced practice only
a few years ago and which is shown on many
reference drawings in the drafting room files
is now a back .number. A personal acquaint-
ance with a manufacturer or his representa-
tive at such times is a happy solution in mak-
ing possible the getting-of up-to-the-minute
data by telephone, telegraph, or personal con-
ference.
Now it is not possible nor desirable to put
all the information printed. in the catalogs of
.special parts used on a machine or in a:build-
ipg, on the drawings. But it is highly neces-
sary._ in order that the drawing may "tell the
workman What to do," to condense into a brief
but comprehensive note just what the design-
er intends to be used. The idea is to put the
essential facts of 'the specifications on the
drawings.
-The boiling down Of specification para-
graphs and catalog descriptions into terse
notes for insertion on a drawing is an opera-
tion closely related to the weilding of an edi-
torial "blue pencil." It involves the knack of
finding -the single -work which covers the
meaning of a sentence and of knowing what
that inevitable "workman" at the other end
Of the line will need to know before he can
get busy. -
As a general rule it is better to put too
-many notes and references on a drawing than
to fail the other way. .It iS a' rare thing in-
deed to And a drawing over crowded with in-
formation.
Drawings for machine production include
assembly and detail sheets, calling for very
definite but entirely different notes in each
case. On the assembly must go the "Boiled
down" descriptions of parts to be purchased
and fitted. There must also be part numbers
referring to similar numbers on detail sheets.
A practice sometimes followed of putting
these part numbers off to one side, installed
in circles, and then drawing connecting lines
to-the parts, is very confusing. It gives the
drawing the appearance of a flock of toy bal-
loons and makes it necessary for the mechanic
to "walk the line" from part to number and
then back again to make sure he has the right
part and the right balloon 'coupled up. It is
better in every way to place small but plain
figures as cicse as possible to each part with
a short arrow connecting. The drawing is
not.cluttered up and the mechanic is saved a
lot of brain fag.
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. The sub-title attached to each part on a de-
tail sheet must include six items at least;
Reference Number, Name, Material, Quantity
Required, Hardening, (or other heat treat-
ment). and Finish, (Paint, Nickel Plate,
Polish). The finish of particular surfaces
will be indicated by the proper word as
"Grind" or "Bore." It is worth while to be
careful to use exactly the right word for the
operation and not put down "Bore" when
"Drill" is intended.
On drawings for machine parts not intend-
ed to be interchangeable, a note indicating
the relation of two or more parts will save
much time and figuring for draftsman and
mechanics. "Ream for press fit on spindle
No. 26." shows the intention at once. Like-
wise, "Drill and countersink for No. 12 flat
head screw," shows that a fine-haired job
down to thousandths is not only not necessary
but not wanted at all as involving needless
cost.
It seems hardly worth saying that stand-
ard tapers and screw thread sizes should be
shown. Small screws, wire, and sheet Metal
are best shoWn by gage nurnbers rather than
dimensions. For the average draftsman, the
keeping in mind of the "feel" of metal sheets
and wires of different gAges and hence the
suitability for various uses arising in ma-
chine detailing is a hard matter. A little
box of wire and sheet metal samples each
properly tagged is extremely useful about the
drafting roOm.
It is surprising how quickly a good me-
chanic even "out in the woods," where blue
prints are as rare as evening dress functions,
will grasp the meaning of a well ordered and
fully inscribed drawing.
The writer recently had the rather unique
and not unpleasant experience of supervising
the building and equipping of a manufactur-
ing plant on one of the larger islands of the
Florida Everglades. This island is sixty
miles through the semi-tropical swamps
from the nearest railroad.
Fortunately the drafting room had put up
a good job. It was interesting to see how, the
workmen away down in that strange forgot-
ten corner of the world soon got into the way
of running to the blue prints for informa-
tion. Only when careful scrutiny and much
turning over of the various sheets failed to
bring up the necessary note or dimension,
did they venture to COing and ask ['bout it. At
•
the start of the work a question as to "how
big to make this pier," or "what size bolts to
use for this hanger," would be answered
usually by the direction to "look on Drawing
No. 9 in the upper left hand corner." So, as
the. work progressed, these plain spoken but
open minded islanders came to have great
confidence that the information they needed
was surely somewhere on the drawings.
But, woe to the development of any such
feeling of confidence in the heart of a work-
man if he finds a note calling for "5/8-inch
wrought iron pipe," or a string of dimensions
locating building piers or heavy machinery
given in sixty-fourths of an inch. His faith
in draftsmen and blue prints will also be
shaken if he finds a detail for a frame of
dressed timbers showing 4"x6" or 6"x8"
sticks dimensioned to the full even inch sizes
with no allowance for planing and fitting.
The key to the whole matter of notes and
dimensions, which are the last things put on
•a drawing but *first in importance, is for the
draftsman to put himself mentally in the
workman's place.
This opens up naturally the whole question
of manual training courses and school shops.
These are aimed in the right direction but of
necessity give but a meagre beginning for the
vast amount of practical stuff which the
draftsman must absorb in becoming a suc-
cessful designer. This necessary fund of
knowledge of the ways and means for doing
things must come mainly in three ways;
First, from employer or chief draftsman.
This will be of little value unless accom-
panied by the second method, , which is
through acquaintance with good workmen
. and the grasping of every opportunity to see
actual work being done. Then, as a third
source, the reading of trade and engineering
publications is indispensable.
With some natural ability and education as
a starter, the proper quantity of "good dope"
on construction picked up along the way, and
boiled down with a careful admixture of
gumption, the draftsman can hope for some
success in putting on the glasses of the work-
man.
A similar attitude and equipment of prac-
tical knowledge is of advantage in making up
the line work of plans, elevations, and sec-
tions. These must in general follow the
principles of projection but a hard and fast
adherence to theory here may sometimes re-.
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suit in a pretty picture or a good 
exercise in
intersection of surfaces without te
lling much.
If a true projection of an irreg
ular casting
results in a bunch of ellipses, har
d to draw
and miserable to dimension it is 
many times
better to twist some of the lug
s and bosses
around out of true projection b
ut in a way
to show the real shape and a
dmit of unmis-
takable figures.
The practice is too common 
in making
drawings, of marking sectiona
l views as,
"Section on Line "A-A," and t
hen showing
religiously everything that said 
line cuts. In
the first place such a title i
s a nuisance. It
requires a search over the d
rawing or other
drawings for the key line wit
h its code let-
ters often masked by a bun
ch of figures.
Then, commonly no single s
ection line can be
selected to show details to 
advantage, or at
best the line will zigzag acros
s the sheet like
conventional chain lightning.
A better idea nearly always is 
to title the
view something like, "Secti
onal Elevation
Through Boiler and Engine R
ooms, Looking
South, Showing Steam and Ex
haust Piping."
Then if the draftsman while k
eeping his face
to the south imaginatively will
 proceed to put
in as much as possible, regardle
ss of exact
intersections or even of true pr
ojections so
long as the size and relation of
 the parts is
plainly shown, the result is idea
l from the
practical end.
Small scale general drawings 
just big
enough to hold dimensions, with 
liberal use
of larger scale detail sections hove
ring around
should be the rule. The man on 
the works
will bless the draftsman who can 
boil down
his sheets to a size that four brick
s will hold
down in a stiff breeze. A kink on 
large pro-
jects is to make a little plot pl
an of the
whole scheme to very diminutive sca
le and
trace it somewhere on every sheet. 
A simple
cross reference list on each sheet
 comes
under the same head and will save 
much
thumbing over of prints.
The matter of uniform general titles
 and
filing number systems concerns the dra
fting
room principally and little need be said ab
out
it here. The only use the superintende
nt or
workman has for the file number is wh
en he
writes for another print to replace the
 one
that blew into the bay or got so spattered w
ith
mortar that they could not read it. Then
 he
scratches his head as he wonders if "Drawin
g
CB-2964-21 Series K M, Jan. 2, 1920, Revis
ed
Feb. 3, 1920" is all that he needs to p
ut down
to get the print he wants by return
 mail.
Some of these systems seem to run to
 seed if
they are not watched.
There is surely plenty for a draftsma
n to
learn in making straight orthograph
ic pro-
jection drawings and then using the
se as a
foundation for plain usable dimensi
ons and
notes that tell exactly what is wanted.
 But if
he knows a little about perspective an
d can
use it in a pinch he has something
 up his
sleeve.
Once in a while there comes along a th
ing
of such twisted shape or complexity o
f detail
that elevations, plans and sections fal
l down
as a means of quick and complete inform
ation.
A little perspective sketch on the co
rner of
the sheet will many times do the trick. 
Once
the workman gets the picture in his h
ead a
long start has been made toward that 
object
of the whole business, the translation 
of the
designers idea into material form wi
th the
drawing as a medium.
In the engineering office with which 
the
writer is connected it has been the p
ractice
for many years to make up a line persp
ective
of machines and a birds-eye-view of 
manu-
facturing plants designed. These are
 made
to scale and with close attention to
 actual
details. Nothing is "faked" in but th
e scen-
ery and this is many times kept close
 to the
real thing.
These "pictures" are of real value ou
t on
the job and to everybody concerned wit
h it.
They serve a similar purpose from the d
raw-
ing end to the observation towers somet
imes
erected by contractors. That is, such 
a per-
spective view conveys at a glance the g
eneral
relation and appearance of the various pa
rts
making up the whole project.
The bird's-eye-view of a large plant is th
e
very best drawing on which to study the
 plac-
ing of yard lights, outdoor wiring line
s, and
other general features. A print fro
m this
drawing, tacked on the wall of the con
trac-
tor's shack will generally come in for r
efer-
ence on almost any point under discus
sion.
Before the job is done there will be ma
ny
crosses marked on it like in the newsp
aper
sketches showing "where the police found
 the
hat."
These uses bring the perspective into th
e
class of working drawings, and justify
 its
place in the engineering drafting room. 
It
is true that a part at least of the cost of m
ak-
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ing a perspective or bird's-eye-view can usual-
ly be charged to advertising. A well made
drawing of this kind lends itself admirably
to direct reproduction or 'as a basis for the
artist's brush work.
This story started out with the idea of fol-
lowing the working drawing, or blue print,
nto the shop and field. It has been written
on trains and in hotel rooms while
making the circuit of a number of construc-
tion jobs. If it succeeds in -Winging a few.
whiffs of ()aside air into the • humdrum' of






At the request of the Federal Department,
of the American Association. of Engineers,
Senator Calder of New York has proposed
an amendment to the Rivers and. Harbors
bill which provides for a 25 per cent increase _
of salary for assistant.  engineers, junior en-
gineers and chief clerks in the engineering
department-at-large, ,employed in, connection
with the improvement of rivers and harbors
or on the construction of fortifications. This
bill has passed the House and is now in the
hands of the Senate Commerce Committee.
. - •
• The membership of the American Associa-
tion of Engineers was 13,668 on March 10th.
402 applications were 'received during the
first eleven days in March.
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The Bucher Process for Manufacturing Sodium!
Cyanide as Carried on at the U. S. Chemical
Plant, Saltville, Virginia.
By J. H. Becque, '12.
Altho the Bucher process had been tested
•out- experimentally rather exhaustively and
one small-scale plant had been erected by
nrivate capital, the U. S. Chemical- Plant at
Saltville, Virginia, was the first large-scale
manufacturing venture using the process.
The location of the plant was chosen in
order to take advantage of a supply of nitro-
en Offered by a company operating in that
• cinity But almost at the outset, too late
to choose a more accessable location, this
nitrogen supply proved inadequate, with the
result that provision had to be made for the
manufacture of nitrogen. This was readily
provided for by installing equipment for the
rxtraction of nitrogen from the atmosphere
by the Claude process. This, in itself, was
very, interesting and, after training oper-
ators, a very efficient department of the
whole plant, but comparatively unimportant.
Aside from this, the power-house, the gas
producers, water filtration plant and such
3upply departments, the process was divided
:nto three main units: the mechanical prepar-
rtion department; the retort department,
where the chemical reaction was carried on,
qnd the lixiviation department, or recovery
plant.
In 'the mechanical preparation department
the raw materials, coke, soda-ash and iron,
were brought in and prepared for the pro-
ress. The coke was first crushed and then
ground to at least 150 mesh. Just before the
coke was emptied from the mills, the 150
-mesh iron filings were introduced, to insure
• homogeneous mixture of the catalytic
• ,This coke, and iron mixture wa,s then
-ddQd..to _the proper percentage of soda-ash
'n dry -mixers. This mixture was introduced
'lit° wet mixers where it was brought to a
imughy cOnsistency. This dough- was then
-Jut thru 'extruding machines, having some-
'hat the appearance and design or huge
ausage grinders, and came out in the form
.1 briquettes having the general form of so
:_nany fat worms; round, about the diameter
_
of a lead pencil and one and one-half to two
indhes long. Experiments had been carried
out on the form of this briquette, giving it a
star-shaped cross section and other varia-
tions, the idea being to expose as Much sur-
face as possible for subsequent reaction, but
the round sectioned ones proved most *satis-
factory, their greater strength making them
preferable for handling in the retorts. The
briquettes were caught from the extruders
in shallow perforated sheet iron trays and
passed on into vertical dryers where a slow
and thoro drying was - effected, From the
dryers the briquettes were dumped into large
buckets, swung from overhead rail, by which
they were conveyed to the retails.
The retort department consisted of eight
batteries of eighteen retorts each, the re-
torts being in a vertical position and heated
separately. The feeding and dumping of
these were arranged so As to give a continu-
ous flow of the briquettes thru the retorts.
They were gas heated and operated at 1050
degrees centigrade, the temperature being
regulated by manipulation of the flow of gas
and observed on the charts of recording
pyrometers, one of which was connected to
each retort. The nitrogen was introduced
as the briquettes were put into the retorts.
Two kinds of materials were tried in the re-
torts, some were of iron, others of nichrome.
The iron retorts lasted from a week to ten
days, when they had to be taken out and re-
placed; the nichrome lasted longer than this.
This is a point in cost that should be gone
into further, comparing the initial cost of the
iron retort with its additional cost of shut-
down necessitated during, replacement and
labor charge for making the" change, with
higher-initial cast -of nichrOrne retorts- and
slower changing costs.
After the reaction in the retorts, the cyan-
ized briquettes were taken to the lixiviatiOn
department, where they were leached by
using liquid anhydrous ammonia in the leach-
ing apparatus. When the extraction was
•
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PROCESS BUILDINGS, SALTVILLE, VA.
completed, the ammonia saturated with cy-
anide was passed into evaporators, from
which the cyanide comes out in fine powder
and is ready for delivery to tin containers.
The ammonia was automatically collected and
re-used. In this way it is used over and over
again, with only small mechanical loss occur-
ring. The residual briquettes, from the
leaching operation, were dried and returned
to the mechanical preparation department,
where, after crushing and analysis, proper
quantities of raw materials were added to
make briquettes Of standard specification-.
Here, it may be added, that for spme reaso-1
the worked-over briquettes seemed to giv3
better results. This was attributed to a res.-
due of the small amount of ash from th3
coke, which of course became greater as tin
briquettes were used over a number of time.
becoming too large, an ashless pitch .cok)
could be used for additions to batches of rc-
ground briquettes.
The cost of sodium cyanide as producel
under the conditions at this plant was about
NITROGEN BUILDING, TILE STORAGE BUILDING AND END VIEWS
OF RETORT AND RECOVERY BUILDINGS
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twenty-one cents per pound. The entire op-
erating staff, workers in the plant, and those
who 'tended to the feeding and housing of
the plant force were enlisted men and offi-
cers of the U. S. army. The post was com-
plete in itself, and very little was required
from the outside. Eritertainment on the
post was provided by three movie shows of
well selected films each week, with an occas-
ional musical comedy or vaudeville in addition
Having failed to secure a•buildink or hut from
the usual outside source, a commodious and
complete recreation hall was 'provided by the
government. This proved to be a_ wise move,
for it was a great factor in the contentment
of the men in such an isolated location as the
mountains of south-west. Virginia, and did
not add much-to the total cost of the entire
post.
The men worked .hard, the process being
continuous, the plant was _kept going day and
night, on eight hour shifts, seven days in the
week. And, as most of the men in the plant
had had chemical training, some of them the
doctor's degree„it was with regret that the
plant was closed down, shortly after the
armistice, after having been in actual opera-
tion for only a short period.
U. S. CHEMICAL PLANT, SALTVILLE, VA.
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INDIANAPOLIS TECH CLUB.
The Indianapolis Rose Tech Club held a
dinner and meeting on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 27th, at the Columbia Club of Indian-
apolis. This was the third of a series of very
important meetings, at which much enthu-
siasm has been shown in regard to the pro-
gress of the Institute.
Mr. James S. Royce, a member of the
Board of Managers, was present and made a
talk to the Club.
The following members were present: Her-
bert Foltz, '86, Indianapolis; William Palmer,
'87, Zionsville, Id.; Allen S. Bixby, '92, In-
dianapolis; Edson F. Folsom, '92, Indianapo-
lis; Arthur M. Hood, '93, Indianapolis; James
S. Royse, '94, Terre Haute; Howard M. Stan-
ton, '94, Indianapolis; Harry A. Schwartz,
'01, Indianapolis; Win. C. Noelke, '04, Indian-
apolis; Lewis A. Snyder, '05, Indianapolis;
John R. Curry, '06, Indianapolis; George H.
Freers, '08, Indianapolis; Ernest W. Klatte,
'09, Indianapolis; James T. Sutliff, '10, Con-
nersville, Id.; Wm. L. Edwards, '10, Indian-
apolis; Wm. L. Beauchamp, '09, Indianapolis;
Wilbur B. Shook, '11, Indianapolis; John E.
Fitzpatrick, '11, Indianapolis; Alvin C. Ras-
mussen, '12, Indianapolis; Chesleigh Gray,
'13, Indianapolis; Edward P. Wallner, '15, In
; Walter C. Wente, '17, Indianapo-
lis; Edward W. Richards, '17, Indianapolis;
Henry C. Gray, '17, Indianapolis; Raymond S.
Davis, '17, Indianapolis; Forrest J. Furry,
'18, Indianapolis; Richard A. Leathers, '19,
Indianapolis; H. Winton Streeter, '19, In-
dianapolis; Robin E. Woodruff, '19, Indian-
apolis.
TERRE HAUTE TECH CLUB.
The first meeting of the Rose Tech Club of
Terre Haute, since the one held in 1917, dur-
ing the drive for the increased endowment,
was called for March 3rd at the Chamber of
Commerce. This meeting which was so
poorly attended on account of a number of
conflicting social events was adjourned to
meet for a dinner at the Elks Club at 6:30
p. m., March 10th.
At this meeting there was a much better
attendance, 34 members distributed among
the Board, Faculty and Alumni were present.
Speeches by Prof. Peddle, Dr. White and Mr.
James Royse of the Board were the leading
•
features of the meeing.
Much illuminating information and a bet-
ter understanding of the present condition of
affairs of the Institute were brought out.
Everyone was brought to realize that the
urgent need of the present was a better work-
ing condition of the school through strength-
ening the faculty and equipment rather than
new buildings.
The following attended: Geo. B. Davis '88,
John S. Cox '91, Omar C. Mewhinney '91,
James S. Royse '94, John A. Cushman '03,
Ralph C. Everson '05, Chas. C. Modesitt '06,
Thos. E. Routledge '07, Emil J. Fischer '08,
Wm. H. Rockwood '09, Phil A. Newhart '11.
D. Scott Heer '12, D. Scott Mace '12, C. C.
Raines '13, J. Burch Tygatt '14, John M.
Sanford '15, C. F. Carlisle '16, Frank J. Kline
'16, Edgar N. Goldstine '17, LeRoy Allen '18,
Richard P. Gillum '19.
Faculty-Dr. Mees, Dr. White, Prof. Wag-
oner, Prof. Peddle, Dr. Johonnott, Prof.
Knipmeyer, Prof. Thomas, Prof. Faurot,
Prof. Wischmeyer, Mr. Gilbert.
REPORT OF CINCINNATI ROSE TECH
CLUB DINNER.
On Saturday evening, March 13, the Cin-
cinnati Rose Tech Club had dinner at the
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. White, acting President of Rose, was
the honored guest of the evening and gave
those present a word picture of the condi-
tions of our dear old "Polly." Everyone was
very much interested in what Dr. White had
to say.
Luther S. Rose, '92, President of the Cin-
cinnati Rose Tech Club, was chairman of the
meeting. Mr. Rose is to be congratulated as
he has just recently been promoted to as-
sistant general manager of the Big Four
Railroad.
Following Dr. White's address a lively dis-
cussion took place in which the older Alumni
showed their very deep interest in Rose Tech
by their endeavors to find ways and means
to assist the Board of Managers in meeting
the ever increasing expense.
Rose, '92, proposed the following resolution
which was passed:
"Resolved that the Cincinnati Rose Tech
Club recommend to the Board of Managers
of Rose Polytechnic Institute to take the
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principal as well as the interest of the Build-
ing Fund provided by the Alumni and use the
same to provide the proper salaries for the
faculty members."
Mr. Rose said that the present situation
was an emergency and that emergency action
was therefore necessary. He said when a
railroad has a wreck it cannot stop to figure
the cost to clear up, but must proceed quickly
to clear the track to be able to go on.
Mr. Mory '94 proposed the following reso-
lution which also was passed:
"Resolved that the secretary of the Cin-
cinnati. Rose Tech Club make a canvas of its
members for a volutary addition of the sub-
scription made to the Building Fund and that
the other Rose Tech Clubs be requested to
do the same among their members."
A rising vote of thanks was extended to Dr.
White for his presence and address.
Mr. Rose called for the nomination of offi-
cers for the coming year and by a new pro-
cess of quick action invented by Mr. Clay '01
the old officers were railroaded back into posi-
tion. However, after a protest from the
president, he was permitted to retire, and
the faithful secretary of the past several
years, Alfred A. Piper, '10, was elected presi-
dent, and Davis Levi, '13, was elected as sec-
retary.
President Piper took the chair and stated
that he had made strenuous efforts to have
the Dayton, 0., men send a delegation to this
dinner but every one seemed too busy else-
where, and he, therefore, believed that it
might be advisable to hold the next meeting
in Da yton, 0., sometime in the Spring, and
that he hoped that all present would take
their machines and go to Dayton.
The following were present at the dinner:
Dr. John White, Luther S. Rose '92, Austin
V. H. Mory '94, John W. Dale ex. '94, Fred
C. Brachmann '98, G. Harry Clay '01, Walter
R. Gibbons '01, Frank A. Nantz '07, Donald
McDaniel 07, James Gibbons ex. '08, C. W.
Piper '09, Walter E. Bock '09, Alfred A. Piper
'10, Charlse F. Werst '11, Donald M. Hub-
bard '12, Davis Levi '13, Warren T. Reddish
'13, William H. Motz '16, Edward S. Flar-
sheim '16, L. J. Heedwohl '16, R. F. Abbett
'19.
Upon suggestion of Mr. Rose, '92, the Cin-
cinnati Club extended a vote of confidence to
1he faculty and expressed their thanks for
.,he faithful service they have and are rend-
ering the Institute.
A rising vote of thanks was extended to
our beloved Dr. Mees for the many years he
so faithfully served the Institute and all
joined in sending our love and affection to
him and to Mrs. Burton as well.
NOTES.
John W. Dale, ex. '94, is one of the most
enthusiastic members of the Cincinnati Rose
Tech Club. Mr. Dale has a very responsible
position as general agent for the American
Railway Express Company at Cincinnati.
Austin V. H. Mory, '94, has been initiated
as a new member of the Cincinnati Club. Mr.
Mory is now with the Proctor & Gamble Co.
H. Harry Clay, '01, who was formerly with
the Proctor & Gamble Co. at the Kansas City
plant has been transferred to a more respon-
sible position at the main plant of the Proc-
tor & Gamble Co. at Cincinnati.
C. W. Piper, '09, who was formerly in-
structor at Purdue University, has estab-
lished himself as the Piper Engineering Co.
at Cincinnati, and is the representive for the
Pittsburg Transformer Co. and the Pittsburg
Electrical & Machine Co.
Walter E. Bock, '09, thought a Rose Tech
Dinner was worth a trip to Cincinnati from
Columbus, 0., and said he hoped that there
would be another dinner soon.
Donald McDaniel, '07, drove down from
Hamilton in his machine to eat with some
Rose boys again, and drove back after mid-
night. "Some ride" just for a meal with the
boys. Well, we appreciate it Mac.
Charles F. Werst, '11, who is superinten-
dent of construction for the Stone & Webster
Co. of Boston, is at present in Cincinnati
supervising the erection of the large new
building for the St. Xavier College. He was
at the Rose Tech Dinner and was glad to be
with a jolly bunch of Rose men once more.
The Chicago Rose Tech Club held a meet-
ing March 18. Details on this meeting are
meagre but Dr. White, who represented the
Faculty, said that it was a very enthusiastic
and successful one. The old officers were re-
elected and several resolutions were passed
after some excellent discussion on the finan-
cial condition of the Institute. It was de-
•
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cided to hold a luncheon at the Engineer's
Club each Monday.
The following Alumni were present:
W. G. Am, '97, Chicago; Henry Bangert,
'09, Chicago; Oscar Baur, '87, Indianapolis;
0. M. Bercaw, '10, Chicago; J. E. Bernhardt,
'08, Chicago; Geo. W. Brooks, '16, Chicago;
Theo. L. Condron, '90, Evanston; E. B. Cor-
nell, '18, Chicago; Wm. F. Freudenreich, '98,
Chicago; H. C. Gilbert Jr., '03, Chicago; *Har-
ry Goldman, '14, Chicago; Milton Goodman,
'07, Chicago; J. E. Ham, '15, Chicago ;- Her-
schell A. Hearn, '19, Chicago; David J. John-
son, '11, Chicago; H. 0. Kelley, '13, St. Louis;
C.• J. Krieger, '42, Chicago; C.. G. Kronmiller,
'13, Chicago; Claude A. Lyon, Chicago; Wai-
te Mills, '92, Chicago; J. S. McBride, '06, Chi-
cago; Harry J. McDargh, '96, Chicago; H. H.
Orr, '07, Chicago; Chester L. Post, '03, Chi-
cago; Roland C. Rehm, '12, Chicago; Shelby.
S. Roberts, '98, Louisville; E. C. Ryan, '06,
Chicago; H. B. Sperry, Chicago; L, A. Touza-
lin, '04, South Chicago; Ray Trimbles, '16,
Chicago; Cale Wamsley, '98, Chicago; James
L. Weeks, '17, Chicago; H. L. Wetherbee,
Chicago; Vern James Whelan,- '17, Chicago;
Albert W. Wicks, Chicago; L. J. Willien, '06,
•
Boston; W. B. Wiley, '89, South Chicago. ,
*Not at dinner, came at 8:30 p. m.
R. K. Rochester, '01, has been appointed
general superintendent of the Central Divi-
sion of the Pennsylvania R. R. at Columbus.'
•
Benj. McKeen, '85, Vice-Presidept of the
Pennsylvania R. R. Co., has been transferred
from Pittsburgh to St. Louis where he is in
charge of the Southwestern section. -
L. Earl Grammer, '09, is with the AlaSkan
Engineering Commission in Seward, Alaska.
At present he is engaged in railroad construc-
tion.
Antonio D. de Gouvea, '18, is with the Mat!:
thews Engineering Co., Sandusky, Ohio.
Robert N. Miller, '01, -has 'resigned as
Solicitor of Internal Revenue at Washington
and will resume the practice of law in Louis-
ville.
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The St. Pat's Day Celebration
Saint Patrick's Day has come and gone,leaving behind only memories and a few pilesof debris. As on former occasions, the cele-bration was a huge success, surpassing, inspite of the pessimistic outlook about March15, any celebration ever held here in honorof the premier Engineer.
Promptly at 1:30 p. m. of the eventful daynearly fifty percent of the student body as-sembled at the Heminway House. Fifteenminutes later the mob began the journey tothe "Hip." There the mob was met by theremaining 50 percent, and "Kootsie" Lam-mers and the Old Reliable, "Gil."
As two o'clock approached, the crowd be-gan to get impatient and the clamoring at theside door became ominous. At last the doorswere opened and the mob rushed in. After afew fights the crowd was seated and all butRomey Farmer were filled with expectancy.Some well placed and misplaced yells wereyelled and then things subsided. At thisjuncture a prominent figure arose, mountedthe stage by a few agile leaps, and unburd-ened himself as follows: "Gentlemen (ap-plause), students (applause), we—ert—gy—r—st—" Mr. Goodman, master of ceremon-ies retired amidst a vociferous outburst ofapplause. The Glee Club then rendered a fewchoice selections—choice, but not of ourchoosing—after which "Big-un" Hardinpoured forth a solo. The Glee Club made a
tremendous hit. "Hank" Nouss followed theGlee Club with a ditty in which the follies andfailings of the faculty were brought into thelimelight.
Next the orchestra gave us some exceed-ingly creditable music in spite of the factthat the members have practiced togetherbut a very short time. Those boys can cer-tainly play!
Jake Reinking then held the appreciativeaudience spellbound while he related the vir-tues of Little Fatima, his trained elephant.
For a short time it looked as if the expectantonlookers were to be disappointed for, thoJake called, Fatima failed to appear. Whenseveral seniors were on the point of volunteer-ing to hunt the pachyderm, she came clatter-ing down the middle isle, hit the running-board port-side on, faltered a bit and, finally,took the hill on high. She came near losingher after part but suffered only a slightlystrained back. Fatima then gave a marvelousexhibition of her ability. She did several dif-ficult counting tricks, a few dancing steps,and some of those dances requiring no steps.The minds of her trainer and her fore and aftportions were in perfect co-ordination. Shewas a marvel. Her act was easily the fea-ture of the show. 'Fessor Hathaway, ofcourse, closed the performance with a shortand appropriate talk on the impending Spring.His speech was punctuated at frequent inter-vals by uproarious applause and he left the
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stage amidst a great burst of the same.
The regular orchestra then appeared and
after a number of cheers under the direction
of Bob Owens, the legits. proceeded to amuse
the Engineers and others. The most notable
feature of the whole affair was the conduct
of the studes after the regular show started.
There was nary the sign of rough-house tac-
tics. To the infinite relief of the "manage-
ment" not a penny, not a peanut, was thrown;
not a seat was uprooted; not a single thing
was damaged.
At the appointed hour, 6:30, the student
body again assembled at the Heminway
House. The degrees were presented and the
numerous floats were set in order for the
parade. When all were ready, Signor Brophy,
followed by Fatima, the Band, the seniors,
juniors, sophomores and freshmen, in the
order named, led the procession into Seventh
Street.
Some parade! All tribes of all creatures
that roam the earth and the nether regions
were represented. Contraptions, devices, and
inventions never dreamed of by Edison or Sir
Oliver Lodge were there. Spirits and the
spooks of spirits were on hand to make the
occasion all that it should be. The departed
spirits of pre-2.75 times were especially in
evidence. Crestfallen and lamented spirits of
a better day.
But to proceed with the parade. Monsieur
Brophy decked in the finery of a Swedish
grenadier led the march in the manner of his
forefathers. Swank and cocky he was as the
best man at a Donegal Fair. The Band was
also there. The uproar set up by that outfit
fairly set the world on edge. Strange as .it
may seem, snatches of our most popular Rose
songs were, at times, easily recognizable.
Then came the torch bearers—all three of
them—one of whom carried a flamboyant
fusee. But fear not, fusees were not confined
to the torch-bearers. These were merely
some late arrivals who hadn't time to purloin
a costume. They had to do something, hence,
torchbearers. There followed a most learned
man, clad in cap and gown, with a huge di-
ploma under his arm. What came next was
an innovation in marine engineering. It was
a huge submersible battleship upon the sides
of which appeared the legend "The Irish
Navy." It earned nothing yet known in
naval circles except a gun, a funnel or stack,
and a "skipper"; three skippers, to be exact.
There were two unique features about it.
First, the power plant, which emitted'a pecu-
liar HEN-er-y—HEN-er-y—HEN-er-y—sort
of noise; and second, the jolly-boat which it
towed from the tafrail. The tow served to
jolly our friends from over Sixth St. way for
it carried a load of junk and loudly proclaimed
its Normality, even as our said friends.
There were many other attractions: St.
Pat and Mrs. Pat and Little Pat, who was fed
from a bottle strongly resembling those in
Ted's cellar. The miracle man, a distinguish-
ed looking Spanish-like, goateed individual,
proved the value of his pills and portions as
he went. He used for demonstration pur-
poses, two decrepit human wrecks who were
scarcely able to hobble along. At frequent
intervals they received from the Doctor, a
tiny pellet, the effects .of which were imme-
diate and awe inspiring.
We shall pass by the other senior gentle-
men and take you among the juniors. These
worthies led off with a dinky boiler mounted
on a truck drawn by two fiery, prancing
steeds. The boiler served to show that an
Engineer can go to great lengths and get
away with it. How it was acquired, no one
knows nor does anyone care. The salient
fact remains, the 'boiler was obtained, and it
played a most prominent part. Like that of
Mark Twain's steamboat, it was, a six-foot
boiler equipped with a six-foot whistle. When
the whistle blew, the fireman shoveled to beat
the band. We say this advisedly for when
the whistle blew, the band was beat. Bill
Bruning proved that his citation was no fluke
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by voluntarily, at the rick of life and limb, act-
ing as engineer. He was decked in a Bavarian
cap which, so he claims, he captured from its
owner. While there is none who would deny
this, the cap was gleamingly new and—well,
the cap doesn't look the part.
What followed seemed to be an overgrownmonkey-wrench. It also seemed that we hadseen it in a previous parade, but we'll let it goat that.
A miniture locamotive, complete in severaldetails brought up the rear of '21.
For variety of fantastic nightmares, thesophomores would be hard to beat. Whethertheir insanity was inherent or premeditatedmakes small difference, the result would havebeen the same. Their very first indiscretionput our Patron Saint in a very bad light.Surely no true Engineer would deliberatelyembarrass old Pat, to say nothing of shockingthe good people who turned out to see himhonored. The sophomores are sticklers forthe truth, hit whom it may, and they proceed-ed to prove that St. Pat was a BIGAMIST, byparading another wife. Not only did theyparade his other wife, but they also paradedher slaves, which left only one conclusion tobe drawn. St. Pat has a HAREM! Whilethe love of truth may be a golden virtue, wehope that hereafter the sophs will tempertheir acts with reason.
Following this shamoful exhibit came whatis said to have been a goat. St. Pat's per-haps, but surely not of the fragrant gardenvariety as we know it. This animal suggestednothing so much as an overgrown centipedewith horns. It was all broken up evidently,over its owner's perfidy, for just forward ofits third pair of legs there appeared a grue-some discontinuency which caused the hind-most portion to lag behind, often by severalfeet, and entirely separated from, the for-ward or major portion.
The night-mare aforementioned proved tobe a white mule, but memories and a softheart cause us to pass her quickly by. Evenmore fraught with sad recollections was thewater-wagon. This sight brought tears tothe eyes of many of even our most promin-ent citizens. One middle-aged man was seento fall to the pavement at Seventh and Wa-bash. He uttered a few gurgles and expiredas he was being carried into what was onceDuncan's Extra-dry Goods Store.
The Lalapalooza, an indescribable some-
thing, drove terrtor to the hearts of the
mourners and probably saved several lives
thereby. What it was or what it was sup-
posed to be will never be known. It was de-
signed during one of JoJo's lectures and prob-
ably represents the emotions of the unfortun-
ate listeners.
Then there was the man-monkey led by
Conover, the Italian organ-grinder. Joe An-
stead cast off all restraint, followed his in-
clinations, and became a true simian. Surely,
had Darwin seen him, the search for the miss-
ing link would have been brought to a success-
ful close.
We then, all unwitting of what the night
had in store, gazed upon the most glorious
of all sights. Unconsciously we struck an
attitude of deep respect and love, not unlike
that that we used to show for a 2nd loot,
when Polly the Magnificent passed in review;
Polly, not a thing, but an ideal; Polly, the
symbol of all that we hope to be, passed be-
fore us. She carried herself well, did Polly;
proudly, tho pot unkindly, did she glance at
us as she passed. Her red and green eyes
fluttered with love and devotion for us and
ours, and she well knew that her love was re-
ciprocated to the last measure. We watched
her longingly, until her tail-light faded in the
distance. Had we known what was to be her
fate, had we but known that there were eyes
regarding her with any but the kindliest feel-
ing, we assure you that the streets of our fair
city would have been slimy with unclean Nor-
mal blood. But Fate decreed it so, and we
wotted not wot was wot.
Again we tear ourselves away from idlethoughts, this time to relate the doing of the
freshmen. Shovels were the most notice-
able of the many things in the freshman sec-
tion, shovels and an overgrown elephant egg.
Dix, the Egg Overseer, took great pains toprevent injury to the fragile cargo which he
wheeled in a go-cart, for, should the egg come
to grief, out hope for a successor to Polly
would be shattered. Then there was the GuffBug—a futurist's idea gone wrong. Imagine
a huge green soup-plate turned up-side down;
call it a Guff Bug, and there you are. Mars
also had his devotees among the frosh. A
tank and a sub were their contributions to-
ward his glory. It has been whispered about
that a confidential agent has an option on
these weapons and that they are to be used
rby William J. Bryan in his fight for a seat inthe national convention.
The bare-back riders followed nothing in
particular. They were here, there, every-
where (depending upon the whim of their
mounts). The daring horsemen were not
gorgeously clad but their clothing was surely
serviceable. The costume was made up of 1
wool drawers (full length, heavy), 1 wool un-
dershirt (lng sly, heavy), 1 sash (emerald
green), 1 helmet (nondescript). Chief among
the many accomplishments of the riders was
their ability to stay on, or near, the upper-
most side of their horses.
0
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The many extra attractions, walking bot-
tles, cubical dominoes, etc., we shall hurried-
ly pass by in our effort to get to the dance
before our space runs out. The Dance was
held at the Phoenix Club and, like all Rose
dances, it was a great success. The hall was
decorated with green. Small green elephants
were arranged about the walls and four large
elephants with class numerals were con-
spicuously placed about the room. In spite of
the large attendance, everyone thoroughly
enjoyed himself (herself) and it was with
reluctance that the last couple started home-












Called to order 7:45 p. m. at Sigma Nu
House.
Brown absent.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved.
Report of Committees:
Reinking and Sliger reported books of past
Financial Secretary Rolshausen found to be
correct.
Rolshausen granted his percentage.
Moved by Pence, seconded by Gray, that
former petition to Faculty be withdrawn and
Faculty petitioned for Wednesday afternoon,
March 17, and Thursday morning, March 18.
Carried.
Mr. Gilbert paid $10 to Junior Class for
Elephant. All debts cancelled by classes con-
cerned.
Pence excused.
Report of basketball season read and ac-
cepted.
General discussion of athletics.
Moved by Gray, seconded by Zimmerman,




being opposed to a concerted cut on Thurs-
day morning, March 18. Carried.
Moved by Owens, seconded by Reinking,
that Sophomore Class be instructed to give
a pep feast April 2. Mr. Gilbert in charge of
festivities. Carried.
Moved by Reinking, seconded by Owens,
that meeting be adjourned. Carried.
Meeting adjourned at 10:00 p. m.
Rose was favored on March 18 with a very
interesting talk on Indiana limestone. Mr.
Whyte, representing the Indiana Limestone
Quarrymen's Association, took the young
hopefuls through the quarrying and finishing
operations, from beginning to end, by means
of several reels of pictures. The lecture and
pictures were interesting in the extreme and
they served to bring to notice a number of
advantages of Indiana stone over other build-
ing materials. Another point brought out
was the extent of the field supplied by our
Indiana quarries.
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THESIS SUBJECTS ANNOUNCED.
The seniors have chosen the following sub-
jects for graduation thesis:
















"The Effects of Softened, unsoftened, and




"An Investigation of the Methods for Re-
moving Enamel From Heavy Enamel Ware."
R. C. Manson.
R. J. Self.
"An Investigation of the Pickling of Iron."
D. C. Maxwell.
H. T. Laterbach.
"The Advantages of Industrial Safety in a
Large Manufacturing Plant."
Frank L. Reinman.
"An Attempt to Produce Barium Peroxide
From a Certain Barium Sulphate Ore."
G. L. Brown.
H. B. Sliger.
"Investigation of a Mineral Deposit With a









"Construction and Test of High Frequency
Alternator."
J. D. Farmer
0 W. W. Moore
"Determination of the Rate of Flame Pro-




"Efficiency Tests on Steam Power Units at
the Highland Iron and Steel Company."
Herbert Briggs, Jr.
Karl A. Froeb.
"Relocation of National Road at Reelsville,
Ind., Design of a Bridge at the New Crossing,
and the Estimation of the Total Cost."
H. P. Kremer
"An Experimental Study of Coal Mine
Ventilation."
Harold Exline.
"Design of Dam and Building, Installation
of Machinery, and an Estimate of the Total




"Test of Wedge-shaped Reinforced Con-
crete Beams."
T. A. Brophy
"Design of a Steam Power Plant of 18,000
K. V. A. Capacity."
F. B. Ray
"Design of Steel Structure for Supporting
Elevated Side-track for Calumet Refrigerat-
ing Co."
F. E. Votaw




W. H. Meadows, Jr,
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BASKET BALL SQUAD, 1919-1920-
Standing: Mgr. Rosenbaum, Stanclau, Reinhard, Harris, Ellis, Coach Lammers.
Sitting: Briggo, Conover, Reinking, Froed, Krausbek.
KRAUSBEK NEW LEADER.
At the recent basketball team banquet
Herman T. Krausbek, '21, was elected cap-
tain of the 1921 team. By the middle pf the
past season it was easy to see that ,"Dutch"
was the logical choice for the next leader of
the quintet and his selection by the. letter
men thoroughly sat!sfied the student body.
Krausbek has plaYed the positions of run-
ning and back guard for two years and has
repeatedly demonstrated that he is a consis-
tent, hard-playing and thoroughly effective
man on the floor. His defensive ability proved
the stumbling black for more than one I. C.
A. L. team and was a big factor in the En-
gineer's successes. Besides being a great
basketball player "Dutch" is a mighty good
scout, and w—e will back up Krausbek and his
thinclads to the limit.
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INTER-FRATERNITY BASKET BALL. A. T. O.
Sigma Nu won the inter-fraternity basket Froeb 
ball cup, after defeating Theta Xi and A. T. Pittman F 
 Reinking
0. in two hard-fought games. The winners Reinhard C. 
 Ellis
displayed remarkable team work in both • Briggs G.  Brophy
games. S Walker G Kra
usbeck
The first game of the series, played be- Field goal
s—Pittman, 3; Reinhard, 2;
tween Sigma Nu and Theta Xi, was won by Walker, 3; 
Conover, 2; Reinking, 1; Ellis, 3;
the Sigma Nu five by the score of 36 to 21.. Brophy, 
1. Foul goalsReinking, 2; Rein-
The game was exciting throughout but the hard, 1.
Champs held .a comfortable margin after the
first few minutes of play. The losing five THE BASKETBALL SEASON.
showed good team work but lack of training -
proved their undoing. About the only conclusion that we can 
come
In the second game of the series A T O 
to after taking the results of the entire . .
sea-
triumphed over P. L E. S. by the score of 31 
.
son into consideration-is that We had some'lit-
to 14. P. I. E. S. showed a great deal of class 
tie quintet. Sure, we. lost three games to
but the defensive work of Briggs, and
-N 
-s no drac and the
 manner in which 
orma.1 but losing to a coach like Bircl,i_Bayh
thosei -s e
Froeb's ability to locate the netting was too- - g
much for them 
basket-shooting Engineers handled Outside
. teams was-enough to make up whatever hesi-
Sigma Nu won the final game by the score tancy they had about showing 'up the ele-
of 19 to 18. This game was one of the most phant hunters:- Franklin and Wabash were
exciting ever seen in the Rose gym the only other teams' to hand Rose a fedeat,
and not until the final whistle blew could the. , and you know what happened to the • Little
winners be picked. The A. T. 0.'s started off Giants later, and also that we did not get
with a rush, lead by Walker, and were in the another chance at the Baptists. ,
lead at the -end of the first half. Both fives Good basket ball was the order of the en-
registered a like number of field goals, but • tire season. In the . very opening game, at
the winner located the goal from the foul line Indianapolis with Butler, there occurred, some
twice, while the vanquished' only counted- of the most sensational_ and awe inspiring
once. - plays that have been seen- in an indoor contest,,
• and, with one or 'two possible exceptions,, the
old Rose and White five put up a .thrilling ar-
ticle of ball: The Butler and:Earlliam games
were hair-raisers to open ;the seasOn but we
managed to pull both out of the fire and get
away to. a good start. Thereafter the learn
played a hard, consistent game and, although
at one time apparently headed for the cellar,
pulled together _and by .a' remarkable rally
ended up in fourth place. The best game of
the season was the final contest with Wabash
which resulted in a sweeping Rose victory,
a!though the Little Giants put .up the usual
crimson fight all the way.
To "Kootsie" Lammers, emergency coach,
goes a world of credit for the mentor injected
into the athletes, something that made them
go after every game with the spirit that wins.
Reinking, captain and running guard, Was
the best player on the team and the mostcon-
sistent. It was Jake's work that put us ahead
in more than one game and that brought us
Summaries.
Theta-Xi. Sigma Nu.
Meadows   Reinking
Pence F  Conover
Rolshausen C  Ellis
Anstead G Brophy
Dix  Krausbeck
Field goals—Ellis, 6; Conover, 4; Watson,
3; Anstead, 7; Reinking, 2; Dix, 2; Pence, 1.;
Krausbeck, 1; Biller, 1.
A. T. O. P. I. E. S.
Froeb F C Dedert
Pittman   Lentz
Reinhard C. Hunt
Scott   Failing
Briggs G W. Dedert
Field goals—Froeb, 8; Reinhard, 3; Scott,
2; Pittman, 1; Tehner,•1 ; C. Dedert, 2; Hunt,
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-to the close of a successful season. Staridau Rose, 15; Franklin, 45.was • another strong point while- "Dutch" • Rose, 29; Eastern Illinois, 25.'Krausbeck and "Hopping Herbert" Briggs Rose, 30 ; Eailham, 28.can not receive too much credit for the Work
they did at back guard. These men alternat- Rose, 39; Butler, 16.
ing for the greater part of the season at the Rose, 47; .Dentals, 22.
position on the line of -last defense took hard Rose, 22; Louisville "Y," 21.knocks but played without a slump through Rose, 26; Dentals, 18.the season. Ellis, Harris, Conover, and Rein- Rose, 23' Normal , 27.hard did a great deal of the Rose scoring and
'Rose; 26 ; Wabash, 15.were strong offensive men at all times. Froeb
did not break into, so many games but was
there with a world • of fight whenever he got Individual _Scoring.
a chance.
Summary of the Season's Games.
Rose, 27' Butler er,1 26. —
Rose, 20; Earlham, 18.
Rose, 21; Normal, 33.
Rose, 34; A. G. U., 27.
Rose, 23; Wabash, 40.
Rose, 23; 'Normal, -42: - ' •
Player Field Goals Foul Goals Total
Reinking 35 42 112
Ellis 40 12 92
Standap  38 2 78
Reinhard 21 15 57
Harris 18 3 39
Conover  16 0 32
Froeb  4 0 8
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You will perceive directly below the sodded
and well drained campus of the Rose Poly-
technic Institute. The large substantial
brick edifice with stone trimmings containing
forty-six rooms and two terminal transepts
is the academic building. Directly behind
this lies the spacious well ventilated gymnasi-
um and the next structure which you will no-
tice is cruciform in shape, houses the chemi-
cal laboratory. The ell shaped structure to
the rear is the shops where Alexander P.
Nicholson rules with a rod of iron. For veri-
fication of these facts we refer you to the
catalogue of the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
More especially, you will notice signs of
the daily incidents of Institute life which you
will find lettered for your especial conveni-
ence.
A, cloud of smoke rising from the pipes,
cigarettes, cigars and cubebs of the students
assembled before the gates, P likise indi-
cating a copious cloud arising from the un-
fortunates sentenced to shop.
B, the Junior civils in the act of observing
an impromptu holiday.
C, the usual crowd of jovial souls gathered
around Mr. Joe Brunner's soda emporium.
D, a forlorn Normal student looking with
envious eyes at the embryo engineers who
will soon rake in huge portions of the world's
lucre.
E, a more pleasant sight. It represents
two freshmen, Roland Dix and Jack McDargh
shooting marbles. You will notice the tears
on Jack's ruddy cheeks, for Roland has just
won his agate taw.
F, the line of students waiting to present
their excuses signed by mamma to Dr. White,
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the eagle eyed handwriting expert.
G, emanations of ultra violet rays coniing
from Electrical Lab.
H. the hqrmony caused by the Glee Club
singing a "Long, Long Trail."
I, Virgil Morris burning all his letters from
female admirers, in the incinerator. Mr.
Morris finds this to be a daily necessity to
prevent him from being mistaken for a rag-
man.
J. William Calnoun Bryan up to his knees
in the mud behind the main building. Mr.
Bryan has a worried expression for he is
afraid water may be breaking in the bottle
of gin he has in his pants leg.
K, the R. 0. T. C. drawn up for inspection
L. is the spring foot-ball squad in training.
Captain Engelhard has just gained thirteen
yards around Al Kolinsky's left end.
M. the explosion caused by an attempt to
produce T. N. T. by Freshman Hood. or Little
Red Riding Hood, as he is familiarly known.
N, Saliva Lake. The delicate brown color
is due to tobacco extracts. Its source is in
the chem. lab.
0, the pie line running between the labora-
tory v.nd the bakery, via the fence.
R, a damsel of sufficient pulchritude to
cause the attention of the gang of freshmen,
S, working in woodshop. The said damsel,
you will perceive, is taking a second look
at the third fellow from the south end who is
none other than Raymond Harris, the class
Romeo. -
Q, profanity, unfit for publication, issuing
from K'ng A. P. Nicholson. Someone has ac-
cidentally placed some scrap iron in Mr. Nich-
olson's fire. ' -
T, Fred Owens and Bill Brunning in a
friendly game of African golf. As you can
easily see, Brunning is big winner.
The large red X shows the forty-three
track men hard at work. "Head" Gray, has
just won the hundred yard dash from Jim
King.
Mr. Ernest Danner has deecided to give up
engineering and accept a position as traffic
cop. Ernie was standing at Seventh and
Wabash • one of those windy days last week
watching the girls go "pro and con" when
he realized that his life and talents were
being wasted at Rose.
Owing to a misunderstanding, thirteen civ-
ils attended school for a grand total of forty-
two hours last week. Prof. MacCormick
Ii as rlreadv applied for a vacation to recuper-
ate from the strain and we understand Prof.
Thomas and Mr. Sellers intend to rest for a
period also.
Owing to Professor Child's absence from
Journal Review, Mr. Fox was forced to take
the bed check.
Edward Jaenisch, the promising young
Junior, has purchased three hundred and
fourteen cakes of Woodbury's Complexion
Soap. Ed intends to see if there is anv truth
to the advert'sement, "The Sk:n You Love to
Touch," and has started to use it three times
every day. He hopes by Spring to have all
Of the girls pursuing him, but if it does not
work, Ed. has expressed uncertainty as to
how to use his purchase. He may have it
perfumed and give it to Dr. White for dis-
tribution among the chemists.
Kenneth M. Huston has announced that he
intends to test the constitutionality of the
John White act in regard to absences.
FRATERNITY NOTES.
The Athletic Board met this week.
Jacob F. Reinking recently was quite sur-
prised to find himself perched on top of a
large maple tree. Young Reinking was walk
ing south on Twelfth street when a strong
breeze bore down upon him catching him by
the ears and lifting him to the top branches
of the nearby maple.
The dean of the Normal school has pro-
hibited the girl students from wearing pink
ribbons in their underwear. The reason giv-
en was that pink is suggestive of Rose and
it did not seem proper to have anything sug-
gesting Rose around the young girls.
Ronald Manson was approached by the
demon chaperone of Tokio and cautioned not
to shimmie. It happened, however, that
Ron was suffering from a flannel shirt
which was irritating his tender epidermis,




Pretzel: "Gee, I'm hungry. Didn't have Their Use.—If there were fewer fools
any dinner." about, the world would be a much more pleas-
Tetzel : "I had dinner, but was only ant place to live in. Only it would be harder
smelt." to make a living.—London "Blighty."
The day is done,
Where shall we run?
Oh, say! Where shall it be?
The day is done
So we will run
To Baur's Pharmacy.
A brazen boy, a maiden coy;
Were sitting on the sand.
He stole a kiss, the pretty miss
Upon his jaw did land.
SIMPLE LOGIC.
An Irishman was brought before a magis-
trate on a charge of vagrancy, and questioned
"What trade are you in?"
"Your honor, a sailor."
"You in the seafaring line? I question
whether you have ever been to sea in your
life."
"Shure, now, and does your honor think I
came over from Ireland in a waggin ?"—
Blighty (London).
"Do you think it is safe to trust money to
the mails ?" asked Mrs. Gabb.
"A blame sight safer than trusting it to
the females," growled Mr. Gabb.--Cincinnati
Enquirer.
"An easy job will suit me."
"How about winding the clocks every
week ?" Pence—"Why don't you wash your r eck ?"
"I might make that do. But what's the Skinner—"Huh, then I'd have to wash my
matter with tearing the leaves off the calen- face."
dars every month ?"—Le Rire (Paris).
One can buy ten cents' worth of almost ,
anything now for thirty cents.--Toledo Blade.
Frosh : "That guy is a fast one. Wonder
what town he came from."
Fresh: "Mustuv been VeloCity."
"You say you never watch the love scenes
He: "I can marry any girl I please." on the screen?"
She: "I suppose the difficulty comes in "Navv, I'd rather watch the couples in the
your pleasing any."—Railroad Telegrapher. audi#1nce."—Col1egiate World.
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Ex •sailor : "The doctor says I must quit
smoking, dear. One lung is almost gone."
Mrs. Ex-sailor: "Oh, dear! Can't you
hold out until we get enough coupons for that
dining-room rug."—Naval Air Current.
Mr. "Do you sing 'Forever and Forever.'"
Miss: "No, I stop for meals."—The Torch.
HERE'S A SIMPLE ONE!
"I guess we're going .to have a bad year,
Tom."
"Yes, I guess we are, Jerry."—Collegiate
World.
Pat died and went to heaven.
"Why, Pat." exclaimed St. Peter, "how did
you get here ?"
"FlU."—..Bachelor.
As a 'fessor Br'er Fox is a Wiz
Each morning he gives us a Quiz,
We miss never a time,
It is surely a crime,
It must be a hobby Of.hls.
Stude (facetiously)—"This steak is like
a day in june, Mrs. Borden, very rare."
Landlady (crustily)—"And your bill is like
March weather; always unsettled."—Punch
Bowl.
Matron—"I object to these one-piece bath-
ings suits.
Daughter—"0, mother! I think I ought to
wear something.—Pelican.
My girl brought me a basket of eggs. As
she stepped up the steps, I said, "What beau-
tiful eggs." .And when she reached. me she
slapped my face.—Pelican.
It appears that Poe's Raven and Old Crow
have at last gotten together on this "never-
more" proposition.—Sun Dodger.
Razz—"What makes her so sarcastic ?"
Jaz::—"She has acid mouth."—Sun Dodger.
Garcon—"You look sweet enough to eat."
Fillie—"Oh, thank you! I am hungry—
where shall we go ?"—Awgwan.
•
ALWAYS THE WAY.
Prof.—"Success, gentlemen, has four con-
ditions."
Voice from the Back Row—"Tough luck,
the secretary will kick it out of college."—
Burr.
"INVERSE JINGLES."
It was midnight on the ocean,
Not a street car was in sight;
The sun was shining brightly
And it rained all day that night.
It was evening, and the rising sun
Was setting in the west;
The little fishes in the trees
Were huddled in their hest.
The rain was pouring down in drops,
The moon was shining bright;
And everything you couldn't see
Was hidden out of sight.
While the organ peeled potatoes,
Lard was rendered by the choir.;
While the sexton rang the dishrag,
Someone .set the church. on fire.
"Holy Smoke!" the preacher shouted;
In the rush he lost his half;
Now his head resembles Heaven
For there is no parting there.-
-Noval Air Current.
"Chicago motormen," said. Chancellor Day
at a Syracuse luncheon, 'have, been striking
for a dollar an hour. College professors on
18 cents an hour don't strike"
The chancellor chuckled grimly.
"This shows us," he said, "how much more
important the world considers it to mind the
train than to train the mind,"—Railroad
Telegrapher.
T 11 N .1' 1(,-- I) I 'ER TINE .11 E.VTX
Zwan6 Orchestra
Music Furnished For
Dances, Weddin6s -All Occasions







Capital and Surplus, $1,000,000,00
IF
you did not order your
suit for Spring, see us
now. We have a fine
line of imported wool-
ens. You get the best





That Tiger Foot Cord Tires,
United States Royal Cord Tires,
Standard and McClaren Tires,
give you every quality you want
in TIRES?
SEE US BEFORE BUYING
Duplex Tread Tire Co.
310-312 Ohio Si. Terre Haute, Ind.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OtIR ADVERTISERS. ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS.




















Big "Head Over Heels”














Entire /Vein, York Company
We earnestly ask the full support of Rose Poly














. . ANCHOR WITH THE ANCHOR . .
FSTION: TI 11 TEC] I N1C—IT WILL 11ELP LTS.ALWAYS TRADE WITII OUR ADVERTISERS.
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Double Life For Your
Furnace Linings
And this time between re-building furnace is even being extended in plants
that are operating at extreme peak loads with underfeed stokers and oil
burning quipment, where the furnace brick are laid and the exposed surface
coated with
HOTT-PATCH FURNACE CEMENT
Patented January 13th, 1920
"CLINKERS WON'T STICK"
It took us years to perfect HOTT-PATCH until now its chemical com-
position is such that no clinkers can form—regardless of the kind of coal
used or high temperature carried.
The brick are practically welded into an air and gas tight homogeneous
mass. HOTT-PATCH expands and contracts with the brick and never
cracks, crumbles or breaks away. The coating which may be applied with a
stiff brush, quickly fluxes with a hard tough glaze which protects the brick
and withstands abrasion to a remarkable degree.
Build up your baffles, rear arches, banking bridge walls, stack linings,
etc., with HOTT-PATCH and enjoy long freedom from repair expense and
avoid frequent costly furnace shut-downs.
_ SHIPPED ON APPROVAL.
To guarantee and prove that "CLINKERS WON'T STICK" we will ship
the necessary quantity on approval at our risk, with the freight prepaid east
of the Mississippi River, and as far south as Atlanta, Ga., on the first lot.
If it doesn't make good—it will cost you nothing for the trial.
Write for full facts today.
The S. Obermayer Company
2835 Smaliman Street Pittsburgh, Penna.
Factoris : Chicago, Cincinnati, Rillton, Pa.
Warehouses:  St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Denver, Los Angeles.
Offices: Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Toronto, Detroit.
Unita411'41-1-0\tanwmaniariermariunialararo
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP.US.
41.
THE ROSK TECH NI C DV ERTI AST E 117 T S
F. C. FOLTZ CO.
WHOLESALERS OF
Wall Paper, Paints
Painters' and Paper Hangers' Supplies
539-41 NORTH 7th NEW PHONE 4402
ESTABLISHED 1856-INCORPORATED 1912
Reiman Lime & Cement Co.
EWALD E. REIMAN, President
Building Material, Lehigh Portland Cement
FLOUR AND FEED -:- CRUSHED STONE
OFFICE: 100 North 101/2 St. Both Phones 126 YARDS: 1P".1 and Mulberry Sts. Cit. Phone 1305





8 13 OHIO ST.
New Phone
4454
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHATIC—IDVERTISEJIEN TS
We Make a Specialty of Quick
Delivery
When in a hurry, Telephone us and
see how fast our messenger can come.
Arthur Baur's
Pharmacy
677 NI"...bash. Terre Haute, Ind.
Athletic Goods for Spring Sports,
Baseball Uniforms, Balls, Bats,
Gloves, Shoes and Everything for
the team.
Tennis Goo is, Fishing Tackle
Books and Magazines
L. D. SMITH
New Phone 6 673 Wabash Ave.













Are the Finest and Best Inks
and Adhesives. Emancipate
yourself from the use of cor-
rosive and ill-smelling inks
and adhesives and adopt the
Higgins' Inks and Adhesives
They will be a revelation to
you, they are so sweet, clean,
well put up and withal so effi
cient. At Dealers Generally.
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.







We have a few good openings for
graduates in Civil, Mechanical, Elec-
trical and Architectural Engineering.
Also can use several men during
1
vacation period. If interested, please
file Application.
Tribune Bldg. Terre Haute,
Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by Chauncy Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana, 1874.
A College of Engineering
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION, based on Mathems,tics,
Modern Languages, Physical Sciences and Drawing,
with thorough instructions in the Principles and
Practices of
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, Architec-
tural and Chemical Engineering
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
•
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The T. HI & f. Traction Co.










Are you equipped with a
Patrick or a Bradley
Sweater
for the Spring and Summer Sports?
Our store is headquarters for these pop-
ular sport and athletic garrnents
SPRING SUITS SPRING HATS
SPRING CAPS, ETC.
Thorman & Schloss
Tailors - Clothiers - Hatters - Haberdashers
666 Wabash Ave.
Electrical Troubles





All kinds of Electrical Repair Work
John S. Cox
Automobile Supplies
222 So. 7th Street
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US. I.
